ECUADOR UPDATES ON ARTICLE 5 IMPLEMENTATION

Ministerio de Defensa Nacional

ARTICLE 5 CONSIDERATIONS

EXTENSION REQUESTED DATE: NOVEMBER 2008
DEADLINE: OCTOBER 2017
YEARS REMAINING: 3 YEARS 10 MONTHS
MINE ZONES IDENTIFIED: 178
MINE ZONES CLOSED: 153
MINE ZONES PENDING: 25
ESTIMATED DEMINING WORK FOR THE NEXT TWO YEARS: 121,483 MTS 2 APROX (52.17%)
COLLABORATION ON HUMANITARIAN DEMINING

- Data transfer (100% Targets, dangerous areas)
- Medical evacuation (1)
- Training and education (2 Deminers Course, 1 Demining Supervisors Course, 1 Jungle Demining Workshop)
- Demining operations (1, Ongoing Demining Bational Exercise: 4 – 15 Dec)
- Shaping the Humanitarian Demining Bational Unit

GEOGRAPHIC SCENARIO
STRIVING FOR
ECUADOR FREE OF
MINED AREAS